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In order to clear up some controversial problems of special 
relativity we introduce new terms for the expression of inertlal 
motion. We snow that although the descriptions of two identical 
physical systems moving with respect to one another can be equal, 
their physical states differ. Some epiatemological consequences 
of this fact are briefly discussed. 

V celu wyjaśnienia niektórych kwestii spornych szczególnej 
teorii względności wprowadzono nowe terminy dla wyrażenia ruchu 
bezwładnego. Wykazano, że chociaż opisy dwóch identycznych ukła¬ 
dów fizycznych, poruszających się względom siebie, mogą być takie 
same, ich stany fizyczne różnią się. Omówiono krótko niektóre 
skutki gnoseologiczne tego faktu. 

noflCHeHHH HesoTOpia cnopmoc BOUPOCOB 
0TH0CHT6JIBH0CTB BB6fleHH H0BM6 TepMHHH flfl 

BffiieHHfl. HoKasaHO, I T O xorn onHcaHHH s s y x 
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There i s s t i l l much confusion about the sxact raeanijag of spe¬ 
cial re la t iv i ty and i t s physical implicat iona (l) - In the pro-
sent contribution we attempt to formulate the facts conn.ee to>i 
with ine r t i a l motion in a way which would malt© possible a more 

' clear insight into the subject and more lucid discussions o.V i i s 
unsolved problems. 

Tae special theory of re la t iv i ty /STR/ deals with the ^-^.tjrt 
and behaviour of physical systems during ine r t i a ! isotioi:. by 
state ve mean a set of time- independent properties, o.g. shapo., 
s ize, masa, tempera tux- e, e t c . , whereas by LjeJaa vi our vo mea.il 
time-dependent changes of these properties, e.g. ehajoses of 
distances between individual part* of fcii« system, moves of eioek.%, 
vibrations, etc. In order to get a description of the si tato axjd 
behaviour of a physical system K In a defjjait© s r a t o of iui o r z la1 
mo t i on /SIM/ ve have to chooso aa inerclal valor oncenJ:gfls /HIP/ 
to which our system of coordinates will bs attached an<i in w-hich 
our measuring in.strt«ae.tits aad standards will be stationary. 
Further, ixi order to carry out the descripfc i.o«.t a 

i . e . a set of assumptions /the definition of coordinates, units, 
the way of determination of distant sierultanolty, etc./ is neces¬ 
sary. Thus, we can write a fonaal relation 

0R = D< S,I,C) / I / 

by which we mean that a description D of the system Ił is a func¬ 
tion of its SIM S, of the HLF I chosen as tho point of observa¬ 
tions, and of the adopted convention C. 

From this relation it is Immediately clear that the descrip¬ 
tion DR depends both on objective and on subjective factors. 
By objective factors we mean facts related to the obaoi*ved systom, 
whereas by subjective factors we mean facts related to the obser¬ 
ver or experimenter, mainly his assumptions abcut the state axid 
behaviour of the instruments and standards used in his measure¬ 
ments, and about velocity of light in his HIE. Since in physics 
we are concerned vith objective reality, the objective factors 



are essential, whereas the subjective factors, though unavoidable, 
raust bo carefully considered in order to avoid their disturbing 
the objective findings about physical reality. 

Evidently in Dp(s,I,c) the objective factors arc involved in 
S, since the SLM determines tbe motion of the system R, whereas 
I and C roproaent the subjective constituents of the description, 
because a change of I and/or C does not in any way affect the 
3tate or behaviour of the described system. By the change of 
I and/or C wo do not aot physically on the system R and therefore 
the new description i» a description of the same piece of physi¬ 
cal reality, ruiaely the system R in the SIM S. On the other band, 
a change of S is a transfer of the system 3 into another state of 
motion and can occur only as a consequence of a physical action 
an it, and therefore the system R in another SIM represents a new 
physical reality. In other words, the descriptions Dtj(S. ,1. ,C ) , 

_ ) , Ł,(s,,I,,C.) and D„(s ,IO,C„) all refer to the 
oj physical reality and if they differ, the difi"erencea are 

evidently caused by subjective factors, since the objective fac¬ 
tors are in all of thes the same. One can say that if two des¬ 
criptions of tho same physical reality are unequal, the two sets 
of subjective factors /i.e. the assumptions about units, clock 
synchronization, etc./ applied in these descriptions are incompa¬ 
tible, and as such they are inadequate for a reliable investiga¬ 
tion of the physical reality. 

In order to make the above formulations more clear let us give 
a simple example. l̂ et tho system R be 3 rod of length d with 
a light emitter on one end and a reflecting aix̂ ror on. tbe other. 
Let R be bui.1 i. in our laboratory L on acceptance of the usual 
definitions of length- and time units and of the convention that 
in tho IRF IT i2ł which this laboratory is at rost light propaga¬ 
tes i_u a.11 directions with constant velocity o, according to 
Binstwin's velocity-of-light postulate. The system is in the 
SIM S. of our laboratory and we describe now its state and beha¬ 
viour :_n IL 011 acceptance of the above-mentioned convention C. 

the numerical values for the length of the rod 1^ and 



for the time intervals T.R and T ^ neoe*sary for light to pass 

the distance L- in ona and the other direction, respectively, 

obtained as a result of corresponding measurements carried out 

by mean* of instruments nrlH standards which are stationary in I, : 

l^LK d , T^ L )= d/c , T ^ « d/c . /2/ 

Expressions /2/ make the description D_\S, ,IT ,C.) of the state 

and behaviour of our system R in S, . The superscripts specify 

the subjective part of the description. 

Let us now change the IRF used for the description of the 

same physical reality, i.e. let us transfer our instruments and 

standards /but not the observed system R/ from the SIM S, of our 

laboratory into another SIM S.. chosen for simplicity in such 

a way that in tho nev IRF I,,, in which these instruments and 

standards axe now stationary, R in S. moves parallel to the rod. 

Let us adopt the convention C., that light in I., propagates in all 
r-z i^i 

directions with constant velocity c. Let the velocity of our 

system R in S, , measured in I., on acceptance of C., bo v... From 

experimental investigations of physical systems in inertiaI mo¬ 

tion ve knov that tho description D_(s. , I..,C,.) obtained will then 

be the following: 

where 

/3b/ 

Thus, applying Einstin's velocity-of-light postulate, we can get 

an infinite number /one for every value of v, / of unequal 

descriptions of the same physical reality: the state and behaviour 

of the system R in the SIM S . Still aore descriptions of the 

sane reality can be obtained by choosing IRF's moving in arbitrary 

directions with respect to the rod of the system R. As stated 

earlier, the differences of these descriptions cannot have any-



thine to <4o with the objective reality described, since the 

system R has not been subject to any physical changes. 

Ve have thus found that in STR the descriptions of the states 

and behaviour of physical systems oan be unequal although those 

states and behaviour themselves are equal. The question arises 

which of the infinite number of unequal descriptions ia the cor¬ 

rect one and why the others are incorrect although all they are 

based on measurements carried out correctly according to all 

physical rules. It is a widespread belief that the first part 

of this question can be answered correctly t>y a repeated appli¬ 

cation of Einstein's veiocity-of~light postulate. The isotropy 

of the velocity of light requires namely that 

T,R « T2R /V 

which excludes all descriptions with v^ ^ 0. Uance, if Einstein's 

postulate is correct, the only correct description is Eu(s, ,1, ,C ) . 

This loads to the conclusion that the only correct descriptions 

are thoso based on measurements carried out with the use of in¬ 

struments and standards i<4iich are stationary relative to the 

system investigated. 

If we now change the SIM of the system R acting on it by an 

external force, we get a new physical reality: the system R in 

a r*ew SIM S„. According to STR, if we choose for the description 

of R in S the IRF LT in which R is at rest and if wo adopt the 

convention C that in L. light propagates in all directions with 

the same velocity c, then the descriptions DR(sK,I^,CN) and 

DR(sL,IL,CT) are equal regardless of the choice of S„. This 

equality of descriptions is the foundation of a widespread belief 

that inertial motion is relative since all IRF's are equivalent. 

In view of the above equality of descriptions we aak the 

question: Does it mean that the states and behaviour of 11 In i. 

and of R in S^ are equal? This is a question of crucial impor¬ 

tance for a.correct physical interpretation of STR and its impli¬ 

cations. Since ve found earlier that equal states and behaviour 

can in STR be described by unequal descriptions, is it sure that 



equal description* prove equality of the states and behaviour? 

Many physicists eitiier are not awaro of the difference between 

the equality of descriptions of tne states and beiiaviour of rwo 

physical systems and the equality of the states and behaviour of 

these systems, or believe and insist that STR grants not only 

the equality of descriptions of identical physical jrystajus in 

different SIM'a, but the equality of thoir atatea and behaviour 

as veil. According to this view tiiae dilatation and lenrth. ooa-

traotioa are seeming, illusory, <• psychological" effects which 

have nothing to do with real physical changes of fcho syataas, or. 

in our terms, time dilatation and length contraction affect only 

the descriptions of the states and bonavionr, but do not ar'toc.t:. 

the states and behaviour of thojsa sjrsrsras. This viov, aovovor, 

can be disproved by a. number of trivial ai\3V3erits. One stxcb 

argument is presented below. 

Let us now take a SBcond system P, icianvj ozI wi ih R. By i 

tical we mean that their descriptions Dr,(sr . I. ,C.) and 0^(5. ,1. , C. \ 

are equal. ¥e assume also that while in tho aan-j SJ>1, their 

statea and behaviour are also eqviai as a coaaequence of the equa¬ 

lity of their description!!, since in thia cs so both the subject¬ 

ive and the objective factors of thesa descriptions are Łho «ac, 
Let than F and R bo transferred into S.,, S t respectively, eboson 

A. i 
in such a way that P and R move with a certain velocity with res¬ 
pect co each other along a common line with the two rods parallel 
to this line. From STR it follows that th© descriptions 

ŁIXK d , Tt W = d/c , T 2^= d/c 

LJM= d, T^h d/c, T^Y)= d/c /Ć/ 

are equal, which can be expressed by 



L^_- l"> /7a/ 

and 

If not only the descriptions of the states and behaviour of tUese 
two systems, hut also their states and behaviour themselves are 
to bo equal, the following relations must hold: 

L „ --. i..pl /8a/ 

T1I>* T1K ' T 2 P - T2IT / 8 b / 

Tae difference betveon /? ajb/' and /S a,b/ is that in the equa¬ 
lities in /7./ tvo >iiffarant Xlii''s and two different conventions 
/i.e. two different sots of subjective factors, specified by the 
superscripts/ have been used, and these conventions might bo 
incompatible, while ic /8/ the equalities are considered to be 
free of any differences in subjective factors, i.e. the quanti¬ 
ties .i_a / & / arc to bo regarded as being measured on acceptance 
of cwaixit.Lh.lG co IT---ant ions. in other vords, if time dilatation 
arid length contrac '.ion affect the state and behaviour of physical 
systems, oqs. ,'3/ do not follow from / 7 / since the units used 
for she Eeasuroaents in I v and 3_, laay be unequal because of 
changes caused by those effects. The quantities in /8/ f on the 
other hand, should be regarded as results of measurements by 
-leans of instrr.scji ts and. standards insensitive to those effects, 
i o no i affected viy thca. Thus, in oqs. /?/ elements of two 
'iiitc-.-um descriptions, while in eqs. / 8 / elements of the states 
and bciiAviour arc- coaparetl 

•.•:.'.-, iji order to disprove / 8 / let us assume that at che ciomont 
TQ '..•„o;i ;he cnćr .̂ ^ and A^ of the two rods coincide a beam of 
ligh LI> cci: tod i'roa this common point A pa A. alone both rods 
tovsj -.: ;he*.r other ends B^, S^. Jiq. /8a/ implies that those two 
ends .. ar.i.1 1L, cc-incido at the same moment T̂ ., while eq. /8b/ 

10 



implies that B p and Ł, coincide at the icv-ent of arrival of the 
light signal there, i.e. at T,. + d/c. {'... Evidently these two 
requirements are contradictory for finite velocity of light, 
since two points in relative inertial motion cannot be coincident 
twice. Thus, /8a/ and /8b/ cannot be simultaneously correct, 
i.e. fene lengths Lp, Lp and/or the times T.p, T „ are unequal, 
which means that the states and/or behaviour of P in S. and of 
R in S„. are unequal. Thus, P and R on their transfer from S^ to 
S„ and S.., respectively, experienced some real, physical changes 
due to time dilatation and length contraction, although their 
descriptions cp(sx»^x'Cx^ aru* ^R*^Y'^Y'^Y) ^° a o t o e a r record 
on that, fj} It is therefore not true that descriptions based 
cm measurements on stationary systems are the correct ones, since 
we have proved their incompatibility. The descriptions obtained 
on acceptance of Einstein's velocity-of-light postulate are thus 
generally incompatible and as such inadequate for a reliable 
investigation of physical reality. Therefore the formulation 
of another general rule for the building of compatible convent¬ 
ions which vould ensure compatibility of measurements and self-
-conalstence of descriptions of states and behaviour of idontical 
physical systems in different SIM's is necessary. The terms and 
formulations introduced here make this task again a trivial one. 

Driefly speaking, such a self-consistent reference system can 
be built upon the rule that the velocity-of-light convention can 
generally be connected with neither the SIM of the physical 
system described nor the SIM of the instruments and standards 
used, but that a third SIM S_ must be chosen independently as 
a basis for a general velocity-of-light convention. S_ can be 
chosen arbitrarily /and this fact determines the correct meaning 
of the term "relativity"/, but once ohoaen it cannot be alterod 
without loss of self-consistence. A. correct description IX,, 
self-consistent within the particular reference system determined 
by a particular choice of SQf is thus the description DR(s_,I_,CQ) 
based on measurements by means of instruments and standards sta¬ 
tionary in I_, where C. is the convention that velocity of light 

11 



in I_ i» diroctian-independent and equal to c. Transformations 
between different IRF's are Galilean and therefore they do not 
change the descriptions, i.e. i}R(sft, I^.C^g 0^(5^,1^,0^ for 
arbitrary L, , whereas velocity of light c' in an arbit.ra.ry JRF I„, 
-whose velocity in 1Q is v^, is given by the formula 

v - c ̂ 1 - -§ 

vhere IP' is tb_a angls in I., between the directions of c and v„. 
Tłiie formula mist be appli&d for distant clock synchronizations 
and velocity measurements in IRF's other than 1_. 

In order to ensure compatibility of measuramenta carried out 
ti> nean.s of instruaent6 ana standards in Svf, not stationary in 1̂ , 
Mis must bear in mind that cłie correct description of tha state 
•ind behaviour of the physical system M, wliiah consists of these 
instruments and standards, is not ttio description 0,,(s>(,l.,,cj, 
as is usually assumed, but !),,(S,,, J„, C,,) . As known frors tiie in-

H 1*1 Li V' 

vcstigationa of inertial aotioJa., tne desci^iption cf a physical 
system transferred from S„ to S,, will be subject to ciiaixg-es. 
caused by length contraction ami time dilatation and these cbajî e 
of the description of M must be accounted for in the intarpre^a-
vion of messure«ents of .quantities which are elements o£ the 
description D_( SRf I,,f C_) . If properly regarded, these changes 
of M will not influence the description 13R(s rj_,,C0) making it 
independent of I., and thus ensuring compatibility of the measure¬ 
ments and self-consistence of descriptions of the state and be¬ 
haviour of the system R. 

A change of the velocity-of-light convention from CQ to, sav, 
C„ /i.e. a choice of L, instead of I_ as a basis of the reference 
system/7 leads to a nevr self-consistent referenco systoa, where 
the new description ^(Sjjrlj^Cjj) can be obtained from ^ R(s R, lQt Q^ 
bjr the use of the Lorentz transformation. This transformation 
is rhue applicable for transformations of descriptions between 
different self-consistent reference systems, but is inapplicable 

\2 



vi thin a particular seli'-consi3tent reference system. 

Epistemological consequences of this approach valid rcgardloss 

of the choice of CQ axe the following: 

There exists one and only one IRF I_ such that volocity of 

light in it is direction-independent and equal to c, although, 

because of relativity, I. cannot be determined. Length contrac¬ 

tion and time dilatation are real physical offects which cause 

that the states and behaviour of identical physical systems in 

different SIM's are unequal, although, because of relativity, 

true descriptions of these states and behaviour cannot be found. 

Unlike in the usual interpretation of STR, the whole picture 

presented here is a classical one, free of any assumptions which 

would require departure from intuitive concepts of sps.ee, time, 

simultaneity, addition of velocities, etc. 

V\) For many references and discussions on this subject see: 

A.I. MILLER: Albert Einstein's Special Theory of Uelativity 

/Addison-tfesley, Reading, USA, 1981/. 

This follw; Txom the first equation in /8b/ only. The 

second eq. in /8b/ implies, moreover, that the ends Ap,A~ 

are coincident also at the moment of the return of the light 

signal back to then, i.e. at T Q + 2 d/c. The validity of /8/ 

thus excludes relative motion of the two systems. 

Other similar proofs can be based e.g. on the incompatibility 

of distant clock synchronizations by means of light signals 

and by means of moving clocks, on the "clock paradox" and on 

other consequences of STR, as shown in: J. KAJFOSZ: On The 

Problem of Inertial Motion, HwP-Report No 117O/PL, Cracow, 

April 1982. 


